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F

New Notes: F

The Oboe has 3 ways to play F.

1. The first fingering is the most common one.
This is also known as right F (R) because it is played
with your right hand fingers.

2. The second way is to play “Forked” F (F).  You have
to use this when the note before or after F uses the
third finger of the right hand: C#/Db, D, D#/Eb. When
playing this F, the player must also hold down the Eb
key unless they instrument has a resonance key.

3. The third way is called left F (L).  This key is only
available on full conservatory oboes.

4. Practice playing a sustained note on each F to hear
the difference in sound and pitch.

Left Hand Side F Key

These songs will use different types of F fingerings.  The forked F will be marked with an “F”

Use if no resonance key.

   F (R)      Forked F   LH F

F



New Notes: Half – Hole notes C#/Db, D, D#/Eb, D6, Eb6, E6, F6

The half - hole fingering are unique to the oboe and the bassoon.
They are used for the following notes:

The half – hole motion should be a roll of the finger similar to turning a door knob or the finger
may slide up and down the key.  The finger should never leave the key.

L.H. Fingering for C          L.H. Fingering for D with half - hole



The following songs will only require the lower half – hole notes: C#/Db, D, D#/Eb.
Just a reminder, you already know the following notes:  C4 diatonically up to C5 and F#4.

Play the slurs just as you would on the clarinet – tongue only the first note.



New Notes: Bb3, Bb4, Eb4, Eb5 and Ab4

Learn these notes by playing them slowly one at a time.  Review the half-hole Eb/D#.

The notes and fingerings above will help you to play the following scales: D, G, C, F, Bb, Eb
Please play the scales slowly as written below.



Here are some songs that include the Bb, Eb and Ab:
Remember to use right hand F, not the forked F unless it precedes or follows a note using the
third finger of the left hand (C#/Db, D, D#/Eb).  Mark the Fs with a letter “R”, “L” or “F”



The Octave Keys

1.  First Octave Key

The oboe has two octave keys.  The first one is on the back of the oboe and is played with the
thumb in the same manner as the register key.  The left thumb usually covers at least half of the
first octave key.  The thumb is either floating on the octave key or it rolls from the body of the
oboe onto the octave key.  Play each note below slowly to listen for good tone.

      First Octave Key

The first octave key is to be used for the following notes.
Start by playing the fingering for the lower octave and then add the octave key.

2.  Second Octave Key is used for these notes:

The second octave key is played with the side of the first finger of the left hand.

Second Octave Key               The first finger should slant toward the second octave key.

Half -
Hole



Here is a summary of the notes you have learned how to play.  Play each one slowly to make
sure you are using the correct fingerings.  You may refer to the fingering chart at the back of the
book for any fingerings you do not know.  A star above the notes indicates they are similar to the
clarinet.  For some of these notes, you only need to use the regular clarinet fingering and add one
of the octave keys.  When you use the second octave key, you don’t need to release the first one.

Here are a couple of songs for you to practice that allow you to try some of the higher notes.

Over the Rainbow                                                        H. Arlen

Just a reminder, these are F#s, not F naturals, so no forked Fs.



Adding the final notes:  B3, C#/Db4, G#/Ab5

Play each of these notes slowly.  If you have trouble with these low notes, approach them from a
couple of notes above.  Here is a reminder of the low Bb and the Eb fingerings.

Here is an exercise to try to help learn the new notes.  If you do not have a full conservatory oboe
with the low B and Bb keys, start in measure 2.

When playing an Eb that precedes or follows a Db, you must use the left hand Eb fingering – 4th

finger of left hand.  Follow this rule when playing the scale passage in Ab major.  Unlike the
clarinet, the oboe does not have a low Ab, so you will start the scale on your middle Ab.  Don’t
forget to play the half-hole notes and the forked Fs.



Here are some pieces that help you to practice the high G#/Abs and the key of Ab.

Play each of the 4 bars below in one breath.  Play it slowly and watch the key signature.
The LH in the second last bar is a reminder to play the D# (Eb) with the LH pinky finger.

Some of the forked Fs have been marked in for you on Greensleeves – you may mark in the rest
or use a LH F key if you have one.  Remember Ab is the same as G#.

This familiar Christmas carol provides many challenges.  Use the RH Eb key unless indicated.



Chromatic Scale

This is the entire range of the chromatic scale for a beginning oboist.  Play it slowly and
correctly.

Extreme Upper Register

Here are the fingerings for the highest notes on the oboe.  It is outside the scope of this book to
spend time on this range as it will take considerable time for the converted clarinetist to develop
good range and tone.  As these factors improve, the student may attempt these high notes.  Most
high school band literature usually stays below this range.



Oboe Fingering Test Name:                                     _______

Indicate the fingerings for each of the notes
listed below by darkening the circles of the
keys that are to be pressed.  Use pencil and be
as neat as possible.  Any answers that are
messy and/or illegible will be marked
incorrect.
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